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Abstract

Contemporary theories of clinical reasoning espouse a dual processing model, which consists of a rapid, intuitive component (Type 1) and a slower, logical and analytical component (Type 2). Although the general consensus is that this dual processing model is a valid representation of clinical reasoning, the causes of diagnostic errors remain unclear. Cognitive theories about human memory propose that such errors may arise from both Type 1 and Type 2 reasoning. Errors in Type 1 reasoning may be a consequence of the associative nature of memory, which can lead to cognitive biases. However, the literature indicates that, with increasing expertise (and knowledge), the likelihood of errors decreases. Errors in Type 2 reasoning may result from the limited capacity of working memory, which constrains computational processes. In this article, the authors review the medical literature to answer two substantial questions that arise from this work: (1) To what extent do diagnostic errors originate in Type 1 (intuitive) processes versus in Type 2 (analytical) processes? (2) To what extent are errors a consequence of cognitive biases versus a consequence of knowledge deficits?

Medical errors have received considerable attention since the publication of the landmark Institute of Medicine (IOM) report “To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System” in 2000. The report called specific attention to the large societal cost of medical errors. A 2015 follow-up report also from the IOM added that efforts to improve safety have, for the most part, failed to reduce the unacceptable number of patients.

In this follow-up report, the IOM highlighted the multiple causes of diagnostic error, including the clinician, the family, and the system. However, the description of the process of reasoning directed at making a diagnosis was entirely restricted to the cognitive processes of the clinician. One reason for this focus may be that, at the end of the day, “clinical reasoning occurs within clinicians’ minds.” Certainly, research in clinical reasoning, dating back to the first studies in the 1970s and 1980s, has been dominated by a psychological perspective, exploring the thinking processes of the individual clinician. The theory of clinical reasoning that emerged from these early studies described diagnostic hypotheses that are advanced early in the patient encounter, then subsequently tested through additional data gathering. Subsequent research has confirmed this model. Gruppen and colleagues found that primary care physicians had the correct diagnosis based on just the chief complaint in 78% of cases. More recently, Pelaccia and colleagues showed that emergency physicians generated 25% of their hypotheses before meeting the patient and 75% of hypotheses in the first five minutes of the clinical encounter.

These findings are consistent with the findings from a large body of literature in psychology that describes “dual process models” of thinking. Although particular theories may differ, a common feature is that thinking involves two systems. The faster system, Type 1, is automatic, unconscious, and seemingly effortless, whereas the slower system, Type 2, is controlled, conscious, and effortful. As Evans and Stanovich described it, Type 1 is “intuitive, heuristic,” and Type 2 is “reflective, analytic.”

Such dual process theories have attracted considerable attention as models of clinical reasoning. The process for generating multiple diagnostic hypotheses does appear to map well to Type 1 intuitive reasoning; conversely, the systematic search for additional information from a history and physical exam and from lab reports and the conscious weighting of that information aligns with the explicit, rational Type 2 thinking.

Many authors have drawn attention to the heuristics associated with Type 1 thinking and to the possibility that the resulting cognitive biases may lead to diagnostic errors. The 2015 IOM report went into considerable detail about the relationship between heuristics and diagnostic errors:

Heuristics—cognitive strategies or mental shortcuts that are automatically and unconsciously employed—are particularly important for decision making. Heuristics can facilitate decision making but can also lead to errors. When a heuristic fails, it is referred to as a cognitive bias.
Although this statement appears definitive, much of the evidence of bias in human reasoning has been derived from studies of undergraduate psychology students answering commonsense and expertise-free questions. The IOM report extensively cited these studies but did not examine evidence of the role of biases in clinical reasoning. As we will demonstrate in this article, the direct evidence of bias in clinical reasoning in medicine is far less definitive.

In this article, we will examine the relative contribution of heuristics and cognitive biases versus that of knowledge deficits in clinical reasoning errors as well as explore the related issue of the role of Type 1 versus Type 2 processes in diagnostic errors. We then will critically examine the effectiveness of interventions to reduce errors based on cognitive biases versus that of interventions to reduce errors based on knowledge deficits.

The Architecture of Memory and Dual Processing

Why does human reasoning rely on rapid intuitive processing and heuristics? The answer lies in the nature of thinking and memory. The mind contains both a working memory of limited capacity in which all computations occur and a long-term, associative memory of essentially limitless capacity, whereby memories are retrieved based on the strength of their association with the new information. Conversely, Type 2 processing is based on computations in one's working memory—for example, identifying the features from a diagnostic category that are present in a case and estimating the likelihood of a particular disease. Type 2 processing is, by its nature, abstract and normative—or consistent with logical rules—so it places a heavy burden on one's working memory. Thus, the possibility arises that computational errors may occur as a result of the increased load on one's limited working memory.

What is the relationship, then, between these two processes and reasoning errors? One view is that all errors originate from the heuristics that are employed in Type 1 reasoning and not corrected by Type 2 reasoning:

Errors of intuitive judgment involve failures of both systems: System 1, which generated the error, and System 2, which failed to detect and correct it.

An alternative view is that errors arise from both processes:

Perhaps the most persistent fallacy in the perception of dual-process theories is the idea that Type 1 processes (intuitive, heuristic) are responsible for all bad thinking and that Type 2 processes (reflective, analytic) necessarily lead to correct responses... So ingrained is this good–bad thinking idea that some dual-process theories have built it into their core terminology.

How can we reduce errors, then? In the first formulation above, because errors are a consequence of hardwired, cognitive biases in Type 1 processing, the solution is to learn to detect when a bias may arise and then use analytical Type 2 reasoning to correct it:

What can be done about biases?... How can we improve judgments and decisions?...? The short answer is that little can be achieved without a considerable investment of effort.... System 1 is not readily educable.

The way to block errors that originate in System 1 is simple in principle: recognize the signs that you are in a cognitive minefield, slow down, and ask for reinforcement from System 2.

This view does not acknowledge that errors may arise from knowledge deficits or suggest that increasing knowledge in a domain (either analytical or experiential) will lead to fewer errors. Instead, the focus is on flaws in the thinking processes that may lead to errors.

Other theorists believe that the two processes reflect different kinds of knowledge. Type 1 processing involves the retrieval of individual experiences through a process of unconscious association, while Type 2 uses "symbolically represented knowledge." In contrast to a focus on processes, this perspective explicitly examines the kinds of knowledge required by each type of thinking and how that knowledge is learned.

These two formulations about the causes of errors lead to quite different predictions regarding the role of experience and education and strategies to reduce errors. If errors are a consequence of cognitive biases, then:

1. There will be no relationship between increasing knowledge and experience and errors.

2. Constraints such as speeded tasks or distractions will affect Type 2 analytical processing and lead to more errors.

3. Errors will be corrected by learning to explicitly recognize a cognitive bias and invoke analytical strategies to correct the error.

Conversely, if errors are a consequence of knowledge deficits, then:

1. More experience will lead to greater knowledge, both analytical and experiential, and result in fewer errors.

2. To the extent that Type 1 processing underlies expertise, speeded tasks or distractions will have minimal effect on accuracy.

3. Errors will be corrected by applying specific knowledge.

We now turn to the evidence from studies of clinical reasoning in medicine to reveal the extent to which errors in clinical reasoning are related to Type 1 or Type 2 processes, are a consequence of cognitive biases or knowledge deficits, and can be corrected by recognition and amelioration of cognitive biases or alternatively by extending knowledge resources.

We acknowledge in advance a limitation of this strategy. To examine the two
Evidence From Clinical Reasoning Studies in Medicine

Are errors in clinical reasoning associated with Type 1 processing?

As Evans indicated, one kind of evidence that errors arise from the heuristics of Type 1 processing and are corrected by the interventions of Type 2 processing is the relationship between errors and the speed of diagnosis. A longer time to a diagnosis, or instructions to slow down, to be thorough, etc., should permit more use of Type 2 processing and hence produce greater accuracy. This outcome has been observed with decontextualized tasks, but the evidence in medicine is less clear. Sherbin and colleagues showed that correct diagnosis was associated with less time spent on a diagnostic task. Other studies showed that when time was manipulated during the experiment and participants were cautioned to “be systematic and thorough” or to “go as fast as you can,” there was no effect on their accuracy.

In another study in which the participants were given the opportunity to revise their initial diagnoses, revisions were associated with longer initial processing times and diagnoses that were more likely to be incorrect. All of these studies suggest that increasing time, and hence produce greater accuracy. This outcome has been observed with decontextualized tasks, but the evidence in medicine is less clear. Sherbin and colleagues showed that correct diagnosis was associated with less time spent on a diagnostic task. Other studies showed that when time was manipulated during the experiment and participants were cautioned to “be systematic and thorough” or to “go as fast as you can,” there was no effect on their accuracy.

In another study in which the participants were given the opportunity to revise their initial diagnoses, revisions were associated with longer initial processing times and diagnoses that were more likely to be incorrect. All of these studies suggest that increasing time, and thus relying more heavily on Type 2 processing, does not ameliorate errors. However, one recent study showed that severely constraining time does increase novices’ errors.

According to this evidence from the literature, more processing time is generally associated with more, not fewer, errors. If errors are caused by cognitive biases in Type 1 processing and resolved by Type 2 processing, the reverse would be true. One explanation for this finding is that errors can arise in both systems; for example, both premature closure (which has been identified as the most common contributor to diagnostic error) and confirmation bias are phenomena that arise during the process of data gathering and synthesis, so they are more likely to be associated with Type 2 processing. Moreover, the resolution of errors is not simply a case of exerting additional analytical effort; without sufficient knowledge, additional processing is not likely to be helpful in resolving errors. We will elaborate on the role of knowledge in this process in due course.

Are errors in clinical reasoning caused by cognitive biases?

To date, over 100 cognitive biases have been described in the general literature and at least 38 in the medical literature. Given the prominence of writings associating cognitive bias with diagnostic error, it is somewhat surprising that there are relatively few empirical demonstrations of cognitive bias in diagnostic reasoning. A recent systematic review identified 213 studies of cognitive bias in health care; however, many examined the therapeutic choices of physicians and patients, not diagnostic reasoning. After reviewing this article, we concluded that only 15 of the studies examined the role of cognitive bias in diagnostic error, and only 7 biases were examined.

The evidence of the role of cognitive bias in diagnostic reasoning that does exist is derived from two kinds of studies: (1) experimental studies in which the stimuli are specifically manipulated to illustrate a bias (e.g., by showing participants a case early in the study, then asking them to diagnose a similar case later in the sequence [availability bias]); and (2) retrospective reviews of cases where an error has occurred, to determine the possible cause of the error.

A number of experimental studies have demonstrated various cognitive biases. Using superimposed images of artificial pulmonary nodules, Berbaum and colleagues identified examples of “satisfaction of search” bias (equivalent to premature closure), where the radiologist identified a lesion and failed to notice a second lesion. Several other studies have demonstrated “availability” bias, where participants’ recent experience with a similar case but a different diagnosis led to errors. A study of electrocardiogram interpretation, in which participants were shown two cases with similar demographics but different diagnoses, showed that availability bias was sufficient to reduce accuracy substantially. In addition, Schmidt, Mamede, and colleagues conducted two studies in which physicians were first shown a series of cases or a disease description and asked to perform a task requiring detailed inspection of the cases. Subsequently, they were shown a set of new cases, some of which were similar to a previously viewed case but with a different diagnosis; the physicians were more likely to erroneously identify the cases that were similar to those from the first round as having the previous but now incorrect diagnosis. However, availability bias seems to work both ways—two studies in dermatology showed that a prior example from the same category can facilitate accurate diagnosis.

Not all studies were able to induce a cognitive bias. Christensen and colleagues examined framing bias in prognostic decisions made by medical students, residents, and physicians. They found that minimal bias was present in only two of the eight cases used in the study. Weber and colleagues found little evidence of base rate neglect among experts. They also found a strong relationship between self-reported experience with similar cases and the likelihood and speed of generating a correct diagnostic hypothesis, which they interpreted as a positive effect of availability.

Thus, although a number of studies that used materials specifically designed to induce bias showed that clinicians can exhibit cognitive biases, particularly availability bias, they provided no insight into the extent to which these biases may arise in practice. Moreover, some studies showed that availability bias may both reduce and improve accuracy.

The second class of studies that examine the role of cognitive bias in diagnostic reasoning are retrospective reviews of actual errors. Graber and colleagues studied 100 cases of diagnostic errors committed in the emergency department. They found that about 68% of cases were associated with a cognitive bias, primarily premature closure (i.e., terminating the encounter without getting the critical information). However, another study...
found no evidence of a causal role of cognitive biases.45

Other reasons to challenge the assumption that diagnostic errors arise primarily from cognitive biases also exist. A recent study asked experts in diagnostic errors to identify cognitive biases in case workups that were chosen because they did not exemplify a particular bias but had two equally probable diagnoses.49 Agreement on the presence or absence of specific biases among the experts was close to zero. Moreover, when the test revealed that the clinician chose the “wrong” diagnosis (i.e., the specific test was normal), experts identified twice as many biases, although the process was the same. Furthermore, the study showed that retrospective review is itself vulnerable to hindsight bias, where an incorrect diagnosis resulted in the identification of twice as many biases as a correct diagnosis in an otherwise identical case workup.

This is a clear example of hindsight bias in the clinicians. If experts cannot agree on specific biases and are vulnerable to hindsight bias, how can teaching definitions of biases lead to error reduction?

Are errors in clinical reasoning caused by knowledge deficits?

Not surprisingly, there is substantial evidence that additional education and knowledge are associated with reduced error rates. Much of this evidence is derived from studies of postgraduate trainees that show that practicing clinicians and/or senior residents have lower error rates than junior residents,41,46,51 although this is not always the case.52 It is less clear from the literature that experience in practice leads to improved practice; most studies show a small negative relationship between diagnostic accuracy and age.35,34

In one study of actual clinical diagnostic performance, Zwaan and colleagues48 conducted a retrospective chart review of successive cases of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, where errors did and did not occur, thereby avoiding hindsight bias. They found evidence of insufficient knowledge as a basis for “suboptimal clinical acts.”

However, these studies do not identify the kind of knowledge that is related to errors and expertise. A positive association between accuracy and measures of experiential knowledge would suggest that expertise is related to Type 1 processing; an association with measures of formal knowledge would imply that expertise resides in part in a more extensive analytical knowledge base, and thus would contribute to Type 2 processing.

We found evidence for both relationships in the literature. Sherbino and colleagues27 showed moderate positive correlations between accuracy on a series of written cases and two measures of knowledge: the national written licensing examination (analytical knowledge) and self-reported experience with individual cases (experiential knowledge). Weber and colleagues60 also showed that accuracy was strongly related to previous experience with similar cases. Groves and colleagues56 showed that family physicians were less accurate than residents when it came to data gathering and interpretation but more accurate when it came to hypothesis generation and overall accuracy, suggesting that experienced clinicians’ accuracy is derived primarily from generating the right hypothesis—a Type 1 phenomenon.

Strategies for reducing errors in clinical reasoning

Interest in diagnostic errors is stimulated primarily by the assumption that an understanding of the source of these errors will lead to effective interventions to reduce them. At least three classes of interventions have been described in the literature: general strategies, heuristic-based strategies, and knowledge-based strategies.55

General error reduction strategies.

Perhaps the simplest strategy to reduce errors is to admonish clinicians to be careful and systematic and to explore all alternatives, following Kahneman’s directive to “slow down and ask for reinforcement from System 2.” A typical research strategy to examine this type of intervention is to use a two-group design in which one group is told to be “careful, systematic, thorough” and the other group is told to “go as quickly as possible,” with a view to modifying the time available for Type 2 processing. Three studies using this strategy showed no difference in diagnostic accuracy.29,30,56 On the other hand, Mamede and colleagues64 used similar strategies with some success. In one study, they found that simply telling participants that faculty found the cases difficult was sufficient to increase their accuracy. A more recent study showed the negative effect of time pressure on the accuracy of novices.32 However, the time pressure in this study was extreme: All participants were repeatedly admonished that they were falling behind. It may be that the intervention also induced anxiety, which has been shown to have a negative impact on diagnostic reasoning.58

Heuristic-based error reduction strategies.

Strategies directed at reducing the effect of cognitive biases are designed to educate participants about possible biases, with the assumption that this awareness will reduce diagnostic errors. Several studies have focused on simply identifying biases. Reilly and colleagues49 implemented a one-year curriculum on cognitive bias for internal medicine residents. The intervention group was better able to define and identify biases on a written test. They also viewed video scenarios and identified an average of 2.56 biases (our calculation) of the 8 present in the videos; control participants were not tested. Bond and colleagues60 taught a course on cognitive biases to emergency medicine residents. Although residents perceived that they had learned about biases, again, the effect of the intervention on diagnostic errors was not tested. Ogdie and colleagues61 implemented a course where residents completed reflective writing and discussion assignments about their experience with cognitive bias and diagnostic error. Although the residents were able to recall an episode where they exhibited a cognitive bias, there was no independent confirmation of that bias and no measurement of its effect on their diagnostic accuracy.

Only three studies examined the effect of an educational intervention designed to teach participants to recognize specific cognitive biases in diagnostic reasoning.62–64 Two of these studies tested an educational intervention on clerkship students in an emergency medicine rotation, followed by a written case-based posttest.62,63 There was no reduction in errors from the intervention. The third of these studies taught debiasing strategies to family medicine residents.64 A preceptor rating of residents’ ability to recognize biases and accuracy of the diagnosis was
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unchanged by the workshop. One other study directly compared the effect of a debiasing checklist (with questions like “Did I consider the inherent flaws of heuristic thinking?”) versus the effect of a case-specific checklist of 25 possible differential diagnoses. The authors found no significant benefit to the debiasing probe; however, the case-specific checklist resulted in a significant improvement in diagnostic accuracy.

Thus, although a number of studies have demonstrated that residents can learn to define cognitive biases, and there is weak evidence that they may be able to recognize biases in written and video case workups that are designed to illustrate specific biases, surprisingly few studies have examined the link between their ability to identify cognitive biases and a decrease in diagnostic errors. Those that did study this relationship showed no benefit to such interventions.

Knowledge-based error reduction strategies. Perhaps the most widely studied intervention is deliberate reflection, a technique developed by Mamede, Schmidt, and colleagues. Their strategy is based on the assumption that the key to recognizing that a working diagnosis is not correct is identifying evidence that is inconsistent with that diagnosis. This technique requires going back to the case, writing down all of its features, and then identifying any features that are inconsistent with the working diagnosis. Next, participants identify any other likely hypotheses, examine whether the data support or refute these alternative hypotheses, and finally change their mind if warranted. Although this strategy encourages a corrective action based on analytical (Type 2) thinking, it is clearly focused on identifying the appropriate knowledge, not on identifying the cognitive heuristic at fault, and may best be described as a structured approach to the retrieval and reorganization of diagnostically relevant information.

One study contrasted the effects of reflection and those of undirected reasoning on diagnosing simple versus complex cases. The positive effect of reflection was primarily noted in diagnosing complex cases. Another study was designed to induce availability bias and then to determine whether reflection would reduce its effect. Participants first evaluated control cases, then they saw new cases, some of which were similar to the control cases but with a different diagnosis. They were instructed to use nonanalytic reasoning to review the new cases. Finally, they reviewed the control cases a second time using structured reflection. This reflected resulted in a consistent improvement in diagnostic accuracy. A third study contrasted a conscious thought condition designed to “induce an elaborate analysis of case information” using the methods described earlier with a “deliberation without attention” and “immediate decision” condition. For residents solving simple cases, the authors found no difference in their diagnostic accuracy, whereas for those solving complex cases, the results of the conscious thought condition were superior. Conversely, the intervention benefited medical students solving simple cases but not those solving complex cases. This finding suggests that the intervention mobilized analytical knowledge, which for novices resulted in improvement in solving simple cases and for more advanced clinicians was effective for solving complex cases.

In a study of salient distracting features (i.e., features deliberately included to distract the clinician from the correct diagnosis), residents encouraged to use reflective reasoning were more accurate than when they were told to use exemplar-based reasoning. However, the authors found no difference for medical students. Again, this finding may reflect residents’ more extensive analytical knowledge.

Two studies showed that additional time for reflection resulted in a large increase in diagnostic accuracy, among both residents and experienced physicians. However, the reflection phase also involved the presentation of additional clinical data, which may be a major contributor to participants’ increased accuracy.

Some studies have found negative results for such interventions as well. A large study with participants from three levels (medical students, residents, and faculty from emergency medicine and internal medicine) used cases drawn from the same case bank employed by Mamede and Schmidt. Participants were instructed to either “trust familiarity” or use a “directed search” when solving the cases. The directed search condition, using an approach similar but not identical to the Mamede studies, was designed to elicit additional diagnoses and information about the relationship between case features and diagnoses. The authors found no overall effect of this strategy on participants’ accuracy, possibly because of the level of the learners and the difficulty of the cases do affect its impact. From these studies, we conclude that reflection is fairly consistently beneficial, although the level of the learners and the difficulty of the cases do affect its impact. This mitigation appears to be a consequence of the availability of appropriate knowledge to resolve the problem; to the extent that reflection is effective, it achieves these results by encouraging participants to identify and reconfigure their knowledge. This strategy is ineffective for junior clinicians solving complex cases because they simply do not have sufficient knowledge to resolve the case from the start. Conversely, experts do not benefit from reflection in solving simple cases, because they can solve such problems easily from the start.

There is one further consideration regarding these interventions. The studies reviewed above are based on experimenter-induced reflection, often with selected cases that are manipulated to be misleading. Further, the reflection is usually required for all cases as a second pass, with the original written case available. To be useful in practice, the clinician must, as Kahneman says, “recognize [she is] in a minefield” and initiate additional review when she believes she has committed an error and does not have a case description to which to return. The question then is: Can clinicians recognize that a situation is problematic and correct the error on their own?

The answer appears to be “a bit.” A large study by Friedman and colleagues involving practicing internists, residents, and medical students showed that participants’ self-assessed confidence was higher for cases they diagnosed correctly than for those they diagnosed incorrectly. Increasing expertise led to greater accuracy and confidence, although the authors identified many instances of both over- and underconfidence. Mamede and colleagues showed that participants who saw an ambiguous version of a case were slower and recalled more information than those who saw a straightforward version, suggesting that participants had some awareness of case difficulty.
More recently, Monteiro and colleagues conducted a study similar in design to those described above, in which residents first diagnosed cases as quickly as possible and then, instead of reviewing all the cases again, were given the option of reviewing them. Participants initially processed cases with errors more slowly and were more likely to choose them for additional review. However, although half the cases contained errors, only 8% of these resulted in any change in diagnosis, which led to a very small increase in overall accuracy.

In conclusion, the evidence suggests that interventions directed at error reduction through the identification of heuristics and biases have no effect on diagnostic errors. By contrast, a number of studies using various strategies that encourage clinicians to mobilize and reorganize their knowledge or to reflect on the content of the case showed some benefit, which is presumably a consequence of directing participants to identify additional knowledge that is relevant to the problem.

Conclusions

In this review, we have examined the literature in psychology and medicine that is related to dual process models of reasoning, and we have identified two issues arising from this literature: (1) whether errors in clinical reasoning arise primarily from one processing strategy (Type 1) as suggested by many authors, and (2) whether these errors are a consequence of cognitive biases or knowledge deficits. In this review, we have also reviewed error reduction strategies based on these approaches.

The evidence we found in the literature appears consistent. The theoretical position that errors in clinical reasoning arise primarily from Type 1 processing and are corrected by Type 2 processing is simplistic. Errors can arise from both kinds of processing. As to what causes errors and what can be done to reduce them, the literature to date aligns with Graber and colleagues’ conclusion that there is “a major discrepancy between the breadth and enthusiasm for these interventions … but a paucity of actual interventions [and] very limited evidence addressing diagnostic accuracy or errors.” Nevertheless, some conclusions are possible from the studies we reviewed. First, the assumption that most errors are a consequence of cognitive biases and could be reduced by training physicians to recognize biases is not borne out by the evidence. Similarly, general admonitions to slow down, reflect, or be careful and systematic likely have minimal effect beyond slowing the diagnostic process. By contrast, knowledge deficits are a significant contributor to diagnostic error, and strategies to induce some reorganization of knowledge appear to have small but consistent benefits.

While we have examined various educational strategies directed at error reduction at an individual level, other approaches at different levels also have been suggested. Group decision making is one such possibility that has been studied using simulated trauma cases. Computer decision support systems have a long history; however, the benefit of such systems to physicians is not large, and, as we discussed earlier, physicians often are not aware of their errors, so they do not seek out decision support.

One thing is clear though. However attractive the assumption is that diagnostic errors originate in cognitive biases, and the implication that relatively simple and quick strategies directed at identifying and eliminating biases can reduce errors, the evidence is consistent in demonstrating that such strategies have no or limited effectiveness. Knowledge matters. Even if some proportion of errors arise from cognitive biases, the resolution of errors also involves the application of clinical knowledge, which may underlie the initial mistake. If there is a science of error reduction, it is in its infancy, and we have far to go.

Finally, we must caution that, while there is some uncertainty in the actual rate of diagnostic errors, there is far greater uncertainty in the extent to which these errors are preventable. Ambiguity is a constant in clinical practice; it is inevitable that some errors will arise simply because there is insufficient information to make a definitive diagnosis. The assumption that a magic bullet will emerge to eliminate all errors is likely nothing more than wishful thinking.
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